
Date in Foster Home

08/23/2021

Hound Information

Registered Name

MK Morganite

Call Name

Morgan

Date of Birth

10/18/2018

Gender

Male

Color

Fawn

Known Medical Problems

Yes

Please Describe Problem

Extreme heat sensitivity



Heartworm Preventative Administered

yes

Comes When Called

Yes

Understands "Good"

Yes

Plays With Toys

Yes

Understands "No"

Yes

Method of Correction

"AH" and snap

Small Dog Safe

Yes

Comments (Small Dog)

Has spent extended time with one and done completely fine!



Cat Safe

Yes

Comments (Cat Safe)

Determined cat safe at the cat safe test. He was mostly disinterested!

Good With Young Children

Yes

Comments (Young Children)

Handled all of the loving hands of the marching band students reaching for him like an absolute

champ!

Turn Out Routine

4 times daily: 7:30 am, 3pm, 6pm, 10pm.

Potty On Lead

Yes

Garbage

No interest

Stairs

Good (sometimes stumbles, did hurt himself when he was not focusing on going up the stairs, but

when he is focused or watching an experienced grey, he is completely fine)



Floors

All tested and good

Counters

Not interested

When is the hound crated?

● 8 Hour Work Day

How does the hound handle being crated?

Fantastic for the first 6 hours. He likes to sing the song of his people for the last two.

What does the hound enjoy?

He loves walks with my personal grey, flipping around a colorful and light stuffy, and kongs of all

varieties (stuffed with dog-safe peanut butter or the puzzle toys!). He is very food motivated.

Does the hound have any fears?

Loud small dogs startle him a bit, but he recovers quickly on a walk!

What type of temperament does the hound have? (Shy, outgoing, confident, etc.)

Morgan is a curious kind of guy, but only about things on his level. He has not gotten into anything

he should not be touching. He is very submissive with other more confident dogs, and likes for

them to take the lead. Overall, I would describe Mr. Morgan as an easy-going friendly guy!



How does the hound handle new situations?

He dealt with hearing the marching band for the first time like a veteran, and when surrounded by

20 eager kids reaching to pet him he only embraced it more! Marching around on the field with all

of the moving parts was even in his wheelhouse! I would say he is very adaptable when introduced

to new situations sensitively!

What type of food are you currently using?

Purina Pro Plan

Amount of AM feeding

3 cups

Amount of PM feeding

3 cups


